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Topicality of the: research determined by the need of deep and detailed study of
dynamic processes in the German verb at all stages of its development
The Task of the research:
- Examine the theoretical literature on the origin and development of strong,
weak and irregular German verbs
- trace the development of the grammatical structure of the German language
- explore the historical and linguistic conditions of formation and
development of the system of the German language
- describe the paradigm of strong, weak and irregular verbs in Old language
- trace the development of German verb in the next stages of the history of
German
The theoretical significance of the research: is that its results can help solve
common problems associated with the historical development of the German
language
The practical significance of the research: is the ability to use information and
results of research in theoretical courses on the history of the German language,
theoretical grammar, as well as special courses in diploma and course work
The results of the research: German as the language of the Germanic and IndoEuropean system inherited from the basic features of Indo-European language
status. On the basis of this system evolved features that gradually changed the
language and created a new type of structure, the further development of which
constituted the evolution of the German language area. Already in the Old High
German verbs represented a harmonious system of strong, weak and irregular
verbs, preserved up to the present time with some modifications due to the mainly
fixation stress on the first syllable of the root and the final vowel reduction.

